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Subject of Action Item: Protecting Housing Program Eligibility for Rural Communities  1 

Submitted By: Secretary Karen Ross, California Department of Food & Agriculture 2 

Text of Action Item: NASDA should encourage Congress to amend section 520 of the Housing Act of 1949 (42 3 

U.S.C. 1490) in order to prevent 933 communities nationwide, from losing eligibility status for housing programs 4 

under the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Rural Development Agency.  These communities will be impacted by 5 

an expired provision of law that does not extend rural classification status based upon 1990 census data. 6 

Without an amendment by Congress, rural eligibility for housing programs will be based on 2010 census 7 

information. This rural provision has been amended once before, in 2000 - allowing 1990 census data to remain 8 

in effect instead of 2000 census data.   9 

NASDA supports amending section 520 of the Housing Act of 1949 to extend housing programs eligibility 10 

classification based upon 1990 census data. 11 

Agricultural communities are typical “rural” in characteristic and have a significant need for rural housing 12 

programs. These programs benefit local communities, agricultural producers, and farm workers. 13 

Background & Rationale: Rural housing programs are important to a variety of local communities nationwide. 14 
However these communities, which are rural in characteristic, may no longer be classified as rural for housing 15 
program eligibility. This determination is based on the location’s degree of urbanization or proximity to metro 16 
areas.  17 
 18 
The proposed NASDA action will allow communities determined to be “rural” in 1990 to continue eligibility 19 
within USDA Housing Programs. This amendment does not impact federal funding, only guarantees eligibility for 20 
USDA Rural Development programs. 21 
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